Plant self-incompatibility in natural populations: a critical assessment of recent theoretical and empirical advances.
Self-incompatibility systems in plants are genetic systems that prevent self-fertilization in hermaphrodites through recognition and rejection of pollen expressing the same allelic specificity as that expressed in the pistils. The evolutionary properties of these self-recognition systems have been revealed through a fascinating interplay between empirical advances and theoretical developments. In 1939, Wright suggested that the main evolutionary force driving the genetic and molecular properties of these systems was strong negative frequency-dependent selection acting on pollination success. The empirical observation of high allelic diversity at the self-incompatibility locus in several species, followed by the discovery of very high molecular divergence among alleles in all plant families where the locus has been identified, supported Wright's initial theoretical predictions as well as many of its later developments. In the last decade, however, advances in the molecular characterization of the incompatibility reaction and in the analysis of allelic frequencies and allelic divergence from natural populations have stimulated new theoretical investigations that challenged some important assumptions of Wright's model of gametophytic self-incompatibility. We here review some of these recent empirical and theoretical advances that investigated: (i) the hypothesis that S-alleles are selectively equivalent, and the evolutionary consequences of genetic interactions between alleles; (ii) the occurrence of frequency-dependent selection in female fertility; (iii) the evolutionary genetics of self-incompatibility systems in subdivided populations; (iv) the evolutionary implications of the self-incompatibility locus's genetic architecture; and (v) of its interactions with the genomic environment.